The recent publication in this Journal of an invented dialogue between R. D. Laing and Sylvano Arieti (2) raises at least two sets of problems -those which are raised in the discussion and which are largely taken care of therein, and the discussion itself. There are after all many important re searchers and thinkers in the field of schizo phrenia and yet Dr. Whitby selected Dr. Laing for his ingenious essay. Interestingly, he did not appose him to a Active Seymour Kety, or Heston, or May who, with their strong concern for genetic factors and physi cal modes of treatment, would seem to be the obvious opponents to Laing. Why Arieti? This is not to suggest that Dr. Arieti is un important -far from it -his writing has, over the years, consistently drawn attention to the problems of schizophrenic communieation, but, unlike Laing, he is not a po lemical figure. He has worked within the mainstream tradition (however misty that tradition may be at its edges) of contem porary psychiatry. He has tried to add to our knowledge, has accepted schizophrenia as a disorder, and has never attempted to make it a prophetic vocation or revolution ary criticism of society as a whole, nor a valid existential option. But for all this Dr. Whitby was not being arbitrary when he selected his opponents -they share an area of discourse within which they can disagree.
Both Laing and Arieti regard the language of the schizophrenic as valuable and decodable, not as an arbitrary and nonsensical salad of delusions and disorders. They both perceive schizophrenia as essentially psy chological and a response to a distorted en vironment -in Laing's case an adaptive response and in Arieti's case a maladaptive one.
Perhaps the crucial difference between them is that Arieti is still concerned with the schizophrenic as a patient and with his disorder as a clinical entity; whereas Laing has moved away from this arena. The clini cal particulars have been recast into another form of discourse, and because of his con siderable literary skill he has become im portant, and known well beyond the usual audience for technical psychiatric writing. He is an influential popularizer and myth maker. And the raw material for his con cerns has been (at least initially) mental illness. He has formulated a language for some telling criticisms of psychiatric prac tice, but by shifting the framework of refer ence from the pragmatic and the experimen tal he has forced unwelcome polemic on many clinicians who are not poets, novelists or skilled polemicists. If Laing and his as sociates are to be taken seriously enough for their arguments to become clinical practice, then there would be no place for the psychi atric hospital in even its most benign form,
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Both Laing and Arieti are reductionist thinkers. For Arieti the mystery of schizo phrenia and its crucial characteristics are in communication patterns -while he pro tests to Dr. Laing that he too is concerned with the environment, his principal interest has been in logical distortion, in schizo phrenic speech; an important concern but essentially a concern with a second order phenomenon. More crucially, Laing, by see ing all schizophrenia as an existential re sponse and perhaps even a valuable experi ence, has imposed a curious heuristic corset on would-be researchers. If schizophrenia is not an illness, if it is always a response to a crazy environment, then one cannot validly explore it as an illness, nor look for therapy and (hopefully) ultimate cure. One can only listen and respond to the sufferer with the hope that one will not in any way invalidate his experience nor mystify him with assumed authority and confusing inter pretation. Now this may be appropriate in certain cases, but certainly not in all. Dr. Hays' modest critique makes this point ex plicitly (1). The mythical schizophrenia of Dr. Laing's discourse may have become a metaphor for human confusion and suffer ing, but the clinical phenomenon is not as unitary as he suggests. Dr. Hays' discussion of one kind of schizophrenia is one more pragmatic extension of the work of those who have slowly chipped away at schizo phrenia as a single entity. It is becoming apparent that a wide variety of conditions have been lumped together into 'schizo phrenia'. The term itself is now in hazard, not because it was, in Laing's sense, an ex pression of moral and social shortsightedness but because the necessary humane and per ennial activity of the rationalist scientistphysician is constantly refining diagnosis and treatment.
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